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MONTREAL 2018 - ICOMOS Canada Annual Meeting

ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
RESURGENCES
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an opportunity to reflect together on the challenges and new directions that impact
Canadian heritage in general.

During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
• the conservation and management of Canadian World Heritage Sites;
This year’s main theme, Resurgences, explores the re-emergence of Indigenous heritage
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• sustainable development goals.
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Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
Canada’s heritage.
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
SUMMARY
This year’s event will highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:
Indigenous Heritage and Culture. The Annual Meeting will therefore include
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- ACTIVITIES
5
affecting
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-

EVENTS CALENDAR ................................................................. 6

During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
-• the
DETAILED
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Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 AnnualINFORMATION
Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
GENERAL
This year’s event will highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:
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both official languages. However, its limited financial resources do not allow for the provision
of full simultaneous translation services during ICOMOS Canada meetings and events. As has
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The Montreal 2018 Annual Meeting will be a multi-lingual event in all meanings of the word,
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Places for lunch at walking distance from the events

Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
Wednesday,
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• Soupesoup Outremont - 9 Vincent-D’Indy Av, Outremont, QC H2V 4N7 (13mn)
• Restaurant Le Cercle (HEC) - 3000 Côte-Sainte-Catherine Road, Montreal, QC
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
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website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
• University Cafeteria (Pavillon de la Faculté de l’aménagement / HEC) revealed.
2940 / 3000 Côte-Sainte-Catherine Road, Montreal, QC H3C 3J7 (3mn)

Friday, May 25th :
• Café Marius - 50, Sainte-Catherine W Street, Montreal, QC H2S 0B7 (1mn)
• Café du Nouveau Monde (TNM) - 84, Sainte-Catherine W Street, Montreal
QC H2X 1Z6 (1mn)
Le Cadet - 1431 St-Laurent Boulevard, Montreal, QC H2X 2S8 (2mn)

•
Saturday, May 26th :
• Bistro Le Valois - 25 Simon-Valois Place, Montreal, QC H1W 0A6 (15mn)
• Arhoma Boulangerie - 15 Simon-Valois Place, Montreal, QC H1W 1S4 (15mn)
• Bistro Antidote - 3459 Ontario E Street, H1W 1R4 (10mn)
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
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During the pre-dinner cocktail, two speakers will describe their own involvement in scientific
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
committees and discuss global challenges these committees are facing.
revealed.

Registration for the « Evening at the Pavillon » includes the pre-dinner cocktail and the meal
served at the Beaver Lake Pavilion. Thanks to the generous contribution of Les Amis de la
Montagne, an organisation dedicated to the protection and conservation of Mount Royal, you
will spend a memorable evening at the heart of Montreal’s most significant historic and natural
site, Mont- Royal Park.
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MONTREAL 2018 - ICOMOS Canada Annual Meeting

ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting
will be held in
from May 23rd to May 27th.
INDIGENIOUS
HERITAGE
| Montreal
Urban(Quebec),
resurgence

WEDNESDAY,
MAY
This year’s event
will 23rd
highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:

ArtIndigenous
Mûr Gallery,
5826 St-Hubert
Street,
Heritage
and Culture.
The Annual Meeting will therefore include
presentations, round table discussions, activities and visits that will encourage

New
dynamicstoare
driving
the issueand
of reflect
the representation
of Indigenous
perspectives in the
participants
share
experiences
on the directions
and challenges
definition,
and management
ofon
Canada’s
cultural
heritage.
We are living in
affectingconservation
Canadian heritage
in general, and
the current
resurgence
of
a time
of
resurgence
of
the
affirmation
of
Indigenous
cultures,
particularly
in urban areas,
indigenous heritage in particular.
where almost all traces of Indigenous presence have been erased. What forms can be given
to this return of Indigenous heritage? How should we approach its cohabitation with the
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
multiple
that already
occupy theofurban
space?
Using
recent
Montreal examples,
and management
Canadian
World
Heritage
Sites;
• heritages
the conservation
we will explore contemporary avenues for interpreting First Nations culture and heritage. A
• heritage landscapes, and ;
series of public and private Montreal initiatives developed in close collaboration with the
• sustainable development goals.
Native community will be presented to generate discussions and exchanges with our guest
stakeholders.
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
three thematic
guest speakers.
on ourMeeting
Thismembers
openingorworkshop
of theFocusing
2018 Annual
will bepriorities,
held atthese
the meetings
advance
thinking
on important
draw
onContemporary
the expertise of a
wide range
of
Artaim
Mûrto
Gallery,
which
is hosting
the 4thtopics,
edition
of the
Native
Art Biennial
(BACA).
members
and
develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to
encourage
collaboration,
they
This year, the Biennial explores the multiple bonds of sorority that unite Aboriginal women.
allow
participants
exchange
and pool
their efforts.
Thewillday
will
continue to
with
a tour knowledge
of the Montreal
Museum
of Fine Arts (MMFA) exhibition

dedicated to the work of Algonquin-born Quebec artist Nadia Myre.
Several
willto
complement
these technical
meetings:
an opening event,
a round
Finally,
weactivities
invite you
attend the official
launch of
the ICOMOS-Canada
2018
Annual Meeting
at table,
the Canadian
Guild of
Crafts
with guests
of honor
and
a presentation
on the
visits, exhibitions
and
an awards
ceremony.
Most of
these
activities are open
tointegration of
contemporary
Inuit
artregistration.
in architecture.
the public, with
prior
The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
also be held during the week.

9:00-10:15
| Opening
Conference
We will be happy
to welcome
you to the wonderful city of Montreal.
9:00 Opening welcome
Christophe Rivet (président of ICOMOS Canada)

Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
9:20 Welcome of our guests : BACA et Art Mûr Gallery
revealed.

Rhéal Olivier Lanthier

Rhéal Olivier Lanthier is, in collaboration with François St-Jacques, curator as well as director of the Art
Mûr gallery and Éditions Art Mûr. As directors of Art Mûr, Lanthier and St-Jacques cumulate major projects
warmly applauded by critics and the general public, including Art Fiction (1996), Memento Mori (2011),
Mens-moi / Please Lie to Me ( 2011) and Bâliser le territoire / A Stake in the Ground - A contemporary
Aboriginal art event (2012 - 25 Native American artists from Canada and the United States). The two
gallery owners are also the initiators of the Biennale of Contemporary Aboriginal Art (BACA),a cultural
revolution since 2012 that aims to recognize and support contemporary Aboriginal art and artists. This
event showcases a variety of artistic practices from Indigenous cultures in North America to an everexpanding audience of Aboriginal and non-Indigenous peoples.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.

9:20

Opening conference | To take place
André
Dudemaine
This year’s
event
will highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:

If, as Henri
Lefebvre
the city
is a
text, a Meeting
careful reading
of the urban
landscape, starting from
Indigenous
Heritage
andsays,
Culture.
The
Annual
will therefore
include
some highly
symbolic
elements,
leads activities
us to discover
how
thethat
Indian
was
pushed back into the margins.
presentations,
round
table
discussions,
and
visits
will
encourage
The
current
renaissance
of
Native
culture
must,
in
its
creative
drive,
bring
out the signs of Americanparticipants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
Indianness
in a Montreal
forgetful
of its origins.
Assessment
and prospects
of an
affecting
Canadian
heritage
in general,
and on
the current
resurgence
ofattempt to reconquer.
indigenous heritage in particular.
André Dudemaine is co-founder and artistic director of LAND InSIGHTS, the organization that produces
Montreal’s First Peoples Festival. The urban event, held since 1991, showcases international Indigenous
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
performers,
artists, authors
and film-makers.of
André
sits on the
boardHeritage
of CultureSites;
Montreal and is a founding
conservation
and management
Canadian
World
• the
member of DestiNATIONS, a centre for Indigenous arts and cultures. He was the Co-President of the
• heritage landscapes, and ;
Tercentennial Commemoration of the Grand Peace Treaty of Montreal (1709 -2001). From 2002-2004,
• sustainable development goals.
he sat on the Board of Directors of the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network (APTN). He has created an
experimental short-film, Abijévis, screened at the Belfort Festival (1986) and taught a course entitled First
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
Nations and Films, at Concordia University. He has collaborated on several magazines, including Hors
three thematic
priorities,
members
or guest
speakers.
on our
theseAndré
meetings
Champs,
24 Images
andFocusing
Recherches
amérindiennes
au Québec.
In 2017,
received a Doctorate
aim to Honoris
advance
thinking
topics,
drawAndré
on the
expertise of
wide range
of community of
Causa
from on
theimportant
Université de
Montréal.
Dudemaine
is aamember
of Innu
members
and develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
Mashteuiatsh.
will allow participants to exchange knowledge and pool their efforts.

SeveralHealth
activities
will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
10:15
Break
table, visits, exhibitions and an awards ceremony. Most of these activities are open to

10:30-11:30
| Presentation
the public, with
prior registration.1The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
also be held during the week.

Wearing our Identity - The McCord Museum’s First Peoples Collection
and Mike
(in english)
We will Guislaine
be happy Lemay
to welcome
you toPatten
the wonderful
city of Montreal.

In 2013, the McCord Museum inaugurated a new First Peoples Gallery with the exhibition entitled
Wearing our Identity. Showcased alongside a projection of articles of the Indian Act, the exhibition
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
explores how clothing has been used to communicate, to erase and to revitalize identity. Developed
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
in close collaboration with an Aboriginal committee, and with the support of community scholars
revealed.
and members, the exhibit seeks to promote a better understanding of First Peoples experiences and
complex issues and bring First Peoples interpretation and knowledge into the exhibition. Contemporary
artist installations selected every six months by Anishinaabe artist and curator Nadia Myre interact with
the more formalized exhibition space and exhibit. The art pieces challenge the museum perspective
and address the visitor regarding commonly held assumptions about stereotypes, land, histories and
memories. Together, these voices broaden the interpretation and enrich understanding.
-Guislaine Lemay joined the McCord Museum team in 1992 and has held the position of Curator,
Indigenous Cultures, and Interim Curator, Decorative Arts, since 2008. She has a Bachelor’s degree
in Anthropology and a Master’s degree in Ethnohistory. Her interests focus on the museum as a
space of reconciliation. She has initiated and participated in several projects promoting exchanges
between the museum, Indigenous artists and members of First Nations.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
Mike Patten is a multidisciplinary artist and independent curator. Born in 1977 in Regina,
Saskatchewan,
Canada,one
of Cree
and European
decent,
he’s apriorities:
member of the Sakimay First
This year’s
event will highlight
of ICOMOS
Canada’s
thematic
Nation.Heritage
In 2014,and
he was
the Emerging
Curator
for the
Curatorial include
Mentorship Team position
Indigenous
Culture.
The Annual
Meeting
will therefore
with the Aboriginal
Curatorial
Collective,
a national
service
organization that supports,
presentations,
round table
discussions,
activities
and visitsarts
that
will encourage
promotes
and
advocates
on
behalf
of
Canadian
and
international
Aboriginal curators,
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
critics,
artists and
representatives
of arts
cultural
organizations.
the same year, and in
affecting
Canadian
heritage
in general,
andand
on the
current
resurgenceInof
2016,
he
was
the
guest
curator
of
The
Contemporary
Native
Art
Biennial.
Mike Patten is now
indigenous heritage in particular.
a board member of the organization.

During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
• the conservation and management of Canadian World Heritage Sites;
11:10• Questions
and Discussion
heritage landscapes, and ;
• sustainable development goals.

11:30 Lunch Break

This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
members|orPresentation
guest speakers. 2
Focusing on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
1:00-1:30
aim toIndigenizing
advance thinking
on important topics, draw on the expertise of a wide range of
Montreal
members
and
developand
practical
guidance.
Sami
Tannoury
Philippe
MeilleurDesigned to encourage collaboration, they
will allow
participants
to
exchange
knowledge
andpresented
pool their efforts.
The «Indigenizing Montreal» initiative was
in collaboration with the Canadian
Commission of UNESCO, as part of the official programming of the 375th anniversary of Montreal.
Several
activities will
complement
these
meetings:
an opening
event,ofa projects,
round aimed to
Indigenizing
Montreal,
through
thetechnical
presentation
and the
development
on the potential
represented
by theMost
indigenization
of the built
of the city.
table,shed
visits,light
exhibitions
and an awards
ceremony.
of these activities
are environment
open to
the public, with prior registration. The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
- - held during the week.
also be
Philippe Meilleur is Executive Director of Native Montreal, a Montreal community services
organization
associated
thethe
Regroupement
centres d’amitié autochtone du Québec
We will
be happy to
welcome with
you to
wonderful citydes
of Montreal.
and to the National Association of Friendship Centres. Native Montreal, whose mission is to
contribute to the holistic health, cultural strength and success of members of Montreal’s Indigenous
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
community, was responsible for the Indigenizing Montreal initiative that took place in October
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
2017. Its goal was to sketch out «a future metropolis of Reconciliation through Indigenous design
revealed.
and architecture.» Philippe is a member of the Mohawk Nation of Kanesatake.
Associate Architect at EVOQ, Sami Tannoury has worked in close collaboration with EVOQ
Founding Partner Alain Fournier since 2007. Sami’s work is dedicated to carrying out projects in
Inuit and First Nations communities across Canada. The projects he leads are developed jointly
with the host communities and are inspired by their cultural sensibilities so that their architecture
become their spokesperson. Sami perceives each project as an opportunity to further dialogue
and understanding.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual
Meeting will be3held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
1:30-2:00
| Presentation

Dialogs
Anjalievent
Mishra,
Deom and
Peter Soland
(in english)
This year’s
willChristine
highlightZachary
one of ICOMOS
Canada’s
thematic
priorities:

Archaeological
theAnnual
intersection
of Peel
Street andinclude
Sherbrooke Street, carried
Indigenous
Heritage excavations
and Culture.atThe
Meeting
will therefore
out as partround
of thetable
implementation
Montreal’s
new
Fleuve-Montagne
Promenade, uncovered
presentations,
discussions,ofactivities
and
visits
that will encourage
remains
of
a
Native
American
settlement
dating
from
before
the
arrival
of Jacques Cartier.
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
TheseCanadian
significantheritage
discoveries,
in the Dawson
Site
area,
provided
additional
affecting
in general,
and on
the
current
resurgence
of clues to First Nations
occupation
of
the
Island
of
Montreal.
As
part
of
the
impending
redevelopment
of Peel Street,
indigenous heritage in particular.
the City of Montreal embarked on a co-design exercise with the Kahnawake Band Council to
commemorate these finds, mark the presence and sharing of First Nations values in the new
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
domain. The presentation
will takeof
stock
of the Peel
Street
project,Sites;
describe the role played
and management
Canadian
World
Heritage
• public
the conservation
by the Steering Committee in the co-design exercise and explain the first conceptual intentions.
• heritage landscapes, and ;
-• sustainable development goals.
Currently Project Manager - Major Projects at the City of Montreal, Anjali Mishra is an Urban
Planner with a wide-ranging experience, acquired over more than 15 years, in consultancy
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
as well as in public organizations and civil society. She has completed projects in municipal
thematic
priorities,
members
or guest speakers.
Focusing
our three
meetings development,
infrastructure,
transportation
andon
urban
design,
as well as
culturalthese
and economic
aim todesign
advance
thinking onand
important
topics, draw
on the expertise
a wide range
of include the
competitions
neighborhood
branding
strategies.of Current
projects
members
and develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to encourage
collaboration,
they
redevelopment
and
rehabilitation
of Peel
Street and
Pine Avenue
infrastructure.
will allow participants to exchange knowledge and pool their efforts.
Peter Soland is founder of Civiliti, a Montreal-based urban design and landscape architecture
Several
activities
will complement
thesefrom
technical
meetings:
openingPeter
event,
a round
firm.
A graduate
in architecture
the Université
dean
Montréal,
also
holds a Master’s
in Environmental
Design ceremony.
from Yale University.
He has
a solid
reputation
table,degree
visits, exhibitions
and an awards
Most of these
activities
are
open to in the field of
urbanwith
design
Quebec and
recognized
as anAnnual
accomplished
With more than 25
the public,
priorinregistration.
TheisICOMOS
Canada
General designer.
Meeting will
years
experience,
his work has an analytical quality paired with a strong urban and landscape
also be
heldofduring
the week.
sensibility. He finds his greatest fulfillment in demonstrating the relevance of the concept of
public
space,
in achieving
the wonderful
intelligent integration
of contemporary architecture into its
We will
be happy
to and
welcome
you to the
city of Montreal.
existing environment. His arguments are based on clear ideas and illustrated with thoughtful
iconography, and aim to bring new meaning and direction to the design and construction of
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
the city.
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.

2:00-2:40 | Round table - Urban Resurgences

Moderated by Maya Cousineau Mollen,
Participants : Aurélie Arnaud, Christine Zachary Deom, Sami Tannoury, Philippe Meilleur

Maya Cousineau Mollen, of the Innu-Montagnais First Nation, has 20 years of experience in the
First Nations world. Founder of the Aboriginal student association at Laval University and also cofounder of the Quebec and Labrador First Nations Youth Council, which has since become the
current First Nations Youth Network of Quebec and Labrador. Now a Community Development
Advisor for EVOQ Architecture, Maya is pleased to continue her work with communities. She is
an ambassador for this great team that has been serving Inuit and First Nations for more than
35 years. For the EVOQ team, the word «decolonization» is not a scary word, but a beautiful
challenge. In carrying out the various projects we encourage Inuit and First Nations communities
to reclaim their cultural and historical imprint and express it through the poetry of architecture.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
MayMyre
23rd to May 27th.
2018 Annual
Meeting will be
held|Native
in Montreal
(Quebec),
4:00-4:45
| EXHIBITION
VISIT
Women
byfrom
Nadia

Montreal
Museum
Fine
Arts (MMFA)
This year’s
eventof
will
highlight
one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:
1380
Sherbrooke
Street and
W Culture. The Annual Meeting will therefore include
Indigenous
Heritage
presentations, round table discussions, activities and visits that will encourage

Nadia
Myre - ALL
THAT REMAINS
- SCATTERED
REMAINS
participants
to share
experiences
and reflect
on the directions and challenges
Nadia
Myre Canadian
is a member
of theinAlgonquin
Nation
Kitigan
Zibi
Anishnabeg.
affecting
heritage
general, and
on the
current
resurgence
of In her works, she
revisits
the
official
history
of
Native
peoples
as
well
as
their
political
and
social struggles.
indigenous heritage in particular.
She judiciously juxtaposes her personal experience to that of others. Her works are strongly
marked by symbolism, encouraging contemplation and reflection. Nadia Myre’s work is part
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
of a participative
processand
andmanagement
essentially addresses
theWorld
themes
of identity,
of Canadian
Heritage
Sites; language, desire
• the conservation
and memory. Acting as witnesses of intercultural exchanges between peoples, the works
• heritage landscapes, and ;
presented in EVERYTHING REMAINS - SCATTERED REMAINS embody the meeting between
• sustainable development goals.
Indigenous and European cultures. The tour will be guided by the exhibition’s curator, Mrs.
Geneviève Goyer Ouimette.
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
members or guest speakers. Focusing on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
aim to advance
thinkingEvent
on important topics, draw on the expertise of a wide range of
5:00-7:30
| Opening
members and develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
will allow
participants
to exchange
knowledge and pool their efforts.
5:15
Speech
of Melissa
Mollen Dupuis

Melissa Mollen Dupuis is Innu, originally from Ekuanitshit on the North Shore. Through her work as
Several
will complement
these
technical
an opening
a Nations
round Garden of
a activities
host in Montreal
Native and
through
her 13meetings:
years of animation
atevent,
the First
she exhibits
and
sharesceremony.
the richnessMost
of her
to the public.
It is through
the visual
table,Montreal,
visits, exhibitions
and an
awards
of culture
these activities
are open
to
arts, animation,
video, performance
andCanada
storytelling,
thatGeneral
she is led
to explore
the public,
with prior registration.
The ICOMOS
Annual
Meeting
will contemporary
avenues
of interpretation
also be
held during
the week. of First Nations culture. Actress in several Aboriginal series on television,
she is also involved in the cultural and community. In 2012, with Widia Larivière, she is at the origin
the
Quebec
branch of
the
More movement.
In 2014, she was named President of
We willofbe
happy
to welcome
you
toIdle
the No
wonderful
city of Montreal.
Wapikoni Mobile and in 2017, she received the Amnesty International Ambassador of Conscience
Award, along with five other personalities from the Aboriginal Peoples Movement of Canada.
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.

Celebrating the
375th anniversary of Montreal
© Montréal Symphonique
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
23rd to May
27th.
2018 Annual
Meeting will be held in Montreal
(Quebec), from
5:30
INUIT QAUJIMAJATUQANGIT:
ART, ARCHITECTURE
ANDMay
TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE

Isabelle Laurier

At EVOQ
forwill
thehighlight
past three
years,
IsabelleCanada’s
Laurier hasthematic
been involved
in the management of
This year’s
event
one
of ICOMOS
priorities:
projects
carried out
collaboration
with theMeeting
Indigenous
of Quebec and Canada.
Indigenous
Heritage
andinCulture.
The Annual
will communities
therefore include
Architect round
of training,
and professional
painter,
experience
has naturally led her to
presentations,
tablepianist
discussions,
activities and
visitsher
that
will encourage
work
on
projects
involving
the
integration
of
art
in
architecture.
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges

affecting Canadian heritage in general, and on the current resurgence of
In 2017,
Isabelle
the Art in Architecture Integration Program for the Canadian High
indigenous
heritage
in led
particular.
Arctic Research Station (CHARS) in Ikaluktutiak, Nunavut. This program included an art
competition across all territories of Inuit Nunangat, a Canadian first.
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
participated
in the Native ofMontreal
co-design
committee,
and management
Canadian
World Heritage
Sites; to organize the
• Isabelle
the conservation
«Indigenizing Montreal» exhibition held during the World Design Summit in 2017. In
• heritage landscapes, and ;
this context, she was also involved in the creation of the proposed installation «From
• sustainable development goals.
weapons to words» at Montreal’s Place d’Armes.
In collaboration with Land InSights and the Canadian Guild of Crafts, Isabelle
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
coordinated the planning of the exhibition «Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit - Arts, Architecture
members
guest speakers.
Focusing on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
andorTraditional
Knowledge».
aim to advance thinking on important topics, draw on the expertise of a wide range of
members and develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
will allow participants to exchange knowledge and pool their efforts.

6:00

Wine reception and snacks

Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
table, visits, exhibitions and an awards ceremony. Most of these activities are open to
the public, with prior registration. The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
also be held during the week.
We will be happy to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.

Timootee «Tim» PITSIULAK
Beluga whales and a bowhead, 2016
Black Ink on paper
© EVOQ Architecture
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual
Meeting will|
beReflections
held in Montreal day
(Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
WORLD
HERITAGE

THURSDAY,
MAY will
24th
This year’s event
highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:

Pavillon
de la Faculté
de Montréal
Indigenous
Heritaged’aménagement,
and Culture. The Université
Annual Meeting
will therefore include
2940
Côte-Sainte-Catherine
presentations,
round tableRoad
discussions, activities and visits that will encourage
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges

One
major aspect
of ICOMOS
Canada’s
mission
is tothe
contribute
to the nomination
and monitoring
affecting
Canadian
heritage
in general,
and on
current resurgence
of
of indigenous
World Heritage
sites
in
Canada
by
providing
comments,
perspectives
and
evaluations in
heritage in particular.
support of the work of the International Secretariat.
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:

This one-day
workshop is an
opportunity
to better
identifyWorld
the challenges
that Canadian World
and
management
of Canadian
Heritage Sites;
• the conservation
Heritage sites are facing, to understand the advisory role that ICOMOS Canada can play in
• heritage landscapes, and ;
these matters and to better grasp what constitutes the Canadian experience in managing
• sustainable development goals.
these sites . After a review of the commitments made at the previous Annual Meeting (2017), we
will discuss the effects of climate change on Canadian World Heritage sites. Subsequently, we
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
will discuss initiatives related to the implementation of the 1972 Convention for the Protection of
members
or guest
speakers.
on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
World
Heritage,
both
culturalFocusing
and natural.
aim to advance thinking on important topics, draw on the expertise of a wide range of
members and develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
will allow participants to exchange knowledge and pool their efforts.

9:00-12:00 | World Heritage and Climage Change

Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
on the
commitments
made atMost
the 2017
meeting
table,Feedback
visits, exhibitions
and
an awards ceremony.
of these
activities are open to
Christophe
Rivet
the public,
with prior
registration. The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
also be held during the week.

World Heritage sites in the face of climate change
Potts
We willAndrew
be happy
to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.

12:00
Lunch Breack
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.

1:00-4:30| Implementation of the 1972 Convention in Canada
World Heritage and Indigenous Culture
Mathieu Dormaels (moderator)
World Heritage in Canada
Mathieu Dormaels (moderator)
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
EVENING
THE will
PAVILLON|
Meet
our International
Experts
27th.
2018 AnnualAT
Meeting
be held in Montreal
(Quebec),
from May 23rd to May

THURSDAY,
MAY will
24th,
6:00 one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:
This year’s event
highlight

Pavillon
du LacHeritage
aux Castors,
2000 Remembrance
Road will therefore include
Indigenous
and Culture.
The Annual Meeting
presentations, round table discussions, activities and visits that will encourage
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
Opening
welcome
6:15
affecting
Canadian
heritage in general, and on the current resurgence of
Christophe
Rivet
indigenous heritage in (president
particular. of ICOMOS Canada)

6:25
Welcome of our guests
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:

Grondin and management of Canadian World Heritage Sites;
• Myriam
the conservation
• heritage landscapes, and ;
6:30 Presentation 1|John Zvonar
• sustainable development goals.
John graduated with a Master’s Degree in Landscape Architecture from the University of
Manitoba in 1988. For the past 25 years, John has exercised his vocation at the Canadian
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
federal government’s centre of expertise in Heritage Conservation.
three thematic
priorities,
members
or next
guestinspeakers.
Focusing
on our employing
meetings conservation
As the
a continuum
of stewards
a valuesand these
principles-based
aim toapproach,
advance thinking
onin
important
topics, draw
on the expertise of acultural
wide range
of
he helps
the protection
of nationally-significant
landscapes.
These
members
and
develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to
encourage
collaboration,
they
include historic places across Canada and abroad, including sites under the jurisdiction of
will allow
participants
to exchange
knowledge
and
pool their
efforts.
Parks
Canada, the
Parliamentary
Precinct
in Ottawa
and
other federal departments such as
Veterans Affairs Canada.
Several
activities
willclosely
complement
thesewith
technical
meetings:
opening
event, a round
John
is also
associated
the Alliance
foran
Historic
Landscape
Preservation, an
forawards
exploring
and exchanging
ideasactivities
about historic
landscapes
and their
table,interdisciplinary
visits, exhibitionsforum
and an
ceremony.
Most of these
are open
to
stewardship.
is also actively
involvedCanada
with the Annual
CulturalGeneral
Landscapes
committee
of ICOMOS
the public,
with priorHe
registration.
The ICOMOS
Meeting
will
Canada
and the
is the
Canadian voting member with the International Scientific Committee for
also be
held during
week.
Cultural Landscapes.
was honoured
withyou
his election
to the CSLA
of Fellows in 2014.
We willJohn
be happy
to welcome
to the wonderful
cityCollege
of Montreal.

6:45
Presentation 2|Dinu Bumbaru
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our

Trained in architecture and conservation, Dinu Bumbaru C.M. works since 1982 at Heritage
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
Montreal, a civic organisation on heritage, urban planning and public participation issues in
revealed.
Montreal’s metropolitan area. In ICOMOS, he served as Secretary General and is involved in
the International Scientific Committees on Risks, the Heritage of the Modern Era, Religious and
Sacred Heritage Sites and conservation philosophy. He’s currently looking into the issue of a
consistent and relevant scientific development plan for ICOMOS.

7:00

Wine reception

7:30

Supper
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
Montreal (Quebec),
May 23rd to May 27th.
2018 Annual Meeting
will be held in Historic
CULTURAL
LANDSCAPES|
urbanfrom
landscape
This year’s event will highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:
The Annual Meeting will therefore include
La presentations,
maison du développement
durable, Sainte-Catherine
Room
round table discussions,
activities and visits
that will encourage
50 participants
Sainte-Catherine
O
Street
to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
Theaffecting
broad theme
of cultural
landscapes
deals
the relationships
between
Canadian
heritage
in general,
andwith
on the
current resurgence
of nature and culture
as indigenous
well as geographic
and
cultural
diversity
in
Canada.
heritage in particular.

FRIDAY,
MAYHeritage
25th and Culture.
Indigenous

Over the last few years, a wide expansion of this notion has occured, mostly in reference to
vast, evolving rural territories, closely blending natural and cultural components, and to the
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
challenges
thisand
relationship.
Whileofthis
notion of
cultural
landscapes
is broadening,
conservation
management
Canadian
World
Heritage
Sites;
• theunderlying
it rarely encompasses sites and ensembles within urban areas, such as large gardens and
• heritage landscapes, and ;
public parks. Taking stock of local experiences, we will explore issues related to historic urban
• sustainable development goals.
landscapes, their definition, recognition, protection and management. A discussion period will
follow the different presentations.
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
members or guest speakers. Focusing on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
aim toOpening
advancewelcome
thinking onand
important
topics,
drawDelhi
on the expertise of a wide range of
9:00
Feedback
about
members
develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
Éve and
Wertheimer
will allow
participants
knowledge
and pool
their efforts.
Ève Wertheimer istoaexchange
Montreal-based
conservation
architect
and member of the ICOMOS Canada

board. She has practiced in various capacities within the federal government, at the municipal
Several
activities
these
meetings:
opening
event, to
a round
level
and inwill
thecomplement
private sector.
Her technical
long-standing
interestan
and
commitment
cultural landscape
andand
the an
intersection
of cultural Most
and of
natural
to to
join the National
table,conservation
visits, exhibitions
awards ceremony.
theseheritages
activities led
are her
open
Conversation
Cultural Landscapes’s
working
group,
on General
behalf ofMeeting
which she
the public,
with prioron
registration.
The ICOMOS
Canada
Annual
willpresented at the
ICOMOS
International
Symposium in Delhi in December 2017.
also be
held during
the week.

We will be happy to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.

9:15

From Quebec City to Delhi:
the ICOMOS - IFLA Document on Historic Urban Public Parks (in english)
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
John Zvonar

website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
The first call to create a doctrinal document focused on Historic Urban Public Parks was made at
revealed.
the 2008 General Assembly in Quebec City. Almost ten years later, it was ratified in Delhi, India in
December 2017 as an official ICOMOS Document at the General Assembly.
This presentation will share the story of the Document’s genesis, with the original call for assistance
within the ISC Cultural Landscapes in 2015, and the steps required to attain official status at the
ICOMOS level, including the requisite survey of National and Scientific Committees. The story covers
the initial action plan conceived in South Korea in 2015, and the crafting of the final version in Bath,
England in 2016.
The presentation will conclude with next steps include explaining its essence and promoting it far
and wide.
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9:45

The La Fontaine Park Master Plan
Louise
Blanchet
This year’s
event
will highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:

Memory
is invisible,
yetCulture.
it remainsThe
present.
Nostalgia
is awill
component
La Fontaine Park. The park’s
Indigenous
Heritage
and
Annual
Meeting
thereforeofinclude
landscaperound
is filledtable
with the
history that
has made
it so
dear
to Montrealers.
The public perception
presentations,
discussions,
activities
and
visits
that
will encourage
of
the
park’s
unique
character
is
intimately
linked
to
a
particular
combination
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges of physical and
intangible
values.heritage
La Fontaine
Park is still
cherished,
despite resurgence
its worn-out appearance,
because it
affecting
Canadian
in general,
and
on the current
of
has
kept
some
of
its
most
beautiful
features.
The
prospect
of
renovating
it
therefore
implies
a real
indigenous heritage in particular.
quest for meaning insofar as it is an opportunity to revive its obscured sense of place, to build an
understanding of the current state of its landscape and to reanchor the park within a contemporary
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
Because the
lastmanagement
master-planning
wasWorld
carried
out more
than 20 years ago, it is
and
of exercise
Canadian
Heritage
Sites;
• outlook.
the conservation
essential for the city administration to develop a new framework that will ensure the safeguarding
• heritage landscapes, and ;
of La Fontaine Park’s character-defining landscape and the integration of current practices and
• sustainable development goals.
conerns. The new master plan is intended as a reference tool for decision-making that will promote
an integrated design framework amongst partners and the population at large.
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
-members
or Blanchet
guest speakers.
FocusingArchitecte
on our three
meetings
Louise
is a Landscape
whothematic
has beenpriorities,
involvedthese
in planning
Montreal’s parks for
aim tomore
advance
thinking
important
topics,
draw
on the
expertise
of a wide
rangecomplex
of
than 15
years.on
Passionate
about
urban
design,
Louise
has planned
several
projects
members
and
develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to
encourage
collaboration,
they
that have been embraced by the city’s residents. The boldness of her approach is based on a
will allow
participants
to exchange
knowledge
pool their
clear
understanding
of the challenges
that and
Montreal’s
parksefforts.
are facing today and on a perceptive
assessement of current social and political trends.
Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
Nguyen
is a Landscape
Architect
and has a
background
in architecture.
Luu has
table,Luu
visits,
exhibitions
and an awards
ceremony.
Most
of these activities
are open
to been involved
in several
projects,
that include
the planning
construction
large urban parks,
the public,
with international
prior registration.
The ICOMOS
Canada
Annualand
General
Meetingofwill
public
andweek.
green spaces. Her practice is based on a notion of urban design that meshes
also be
held squares
during the
landscape and architecture, heritage and modernity, to create spaces that reveal the emotional
of the
historical,
social,
historic and
values of a place .
We willaspects
be happy
tophysical,
welcome
you to the
wonderful
city symbolic
of Montreal.

10:30
Health Break
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.

10:45 Exploring the Historic Urban Landscape Approach (in english)
Victoria Angel

UNESCO’s Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) Recommendation of 2011 represents a significant
shift in how we work with urban heritage, one that has major implications for heritage planning.
Among other things, it proposes a more holistic conceptualization of heritage, greater emphasis
on citizen engagement, and more integrative approaches to urban development and heritage
conservation.Using three case studies (Willowbank’s Kensington Market Cultural Landscape
Study, the City of Hamilton’s Built Heritage Inventory and Tower Renewal), this presentation
highlights potential implications of the HUL Recommendation and emerging practices in urban
heritage stewardship.
--
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Victoria Angel is an Associate and Senior Heritage Planner at ERA Architects Inc., where she develops
heritage
conservation
strategies
conservation
management
plans for historic places and
This year’s
event
will highlight
one of and
ICOMOS
Canada’s
thematic priorities:
urban areas.
An and
art historian
with
a graduate
degree in
heritage
conservation,
Indigenous
Heritage
Culture.
The
Annual Meeting
will
therefore
include Victoria combines
conservation
experience
in the private,
public and
While at Parks Canada, she
presentations,
round
table discussions,
activities
andacademic
visits that sectors.
will encourage
managed
the
development
of
the
Canadian
Register
of
Historic
Places
and subsequently served as
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
the Manager
of the
FederalinHeritage
Buildings
Office. resurgence
She has taught
affecting
Canadian
heritage
general,
and onReview
the current
of heritage conservation
at
the
University
of
Victoria
and
Carleton
University,
where
she
is
an
Adjunct
Professor, and she is a
indigenous heritage in particular.
Faculty Associate at the Willowbank School of Restoration Arts in Queenston, Ontarioest professeure
adjointe à la Willowbank School of Restoration Arts de Queenston, en Ontario.
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
• the conservation and management of Canadian World Heritage Sites;
• heritage landscapes, and ;
11:15 The UNESCO Historic Urban Landscape Approach: Montreal’s Mile End District as a Case study
• sustainable development goals.

Nicole Valois et Stephanie Galella

Adopted by UNESCO in 2011, the Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (HUL) puts
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
forward an original approach, focusing on citizen participation and on the balance between
three thematic
priorities,
members
or guest speakers.
Focusing on
ourpresentation
these
meetings aspects of this
conservation
and development.
The
focuses
on the
operational
aim toapproach,
advance thinking
onthe
important
on the
expertise
of a wide
range
of Université de
tested by
studentstopics,
of thedraw
Heritage
and
Landscape
course
of the
members
and develop
practical
guidance.
toArchitecture.
encourage collaboration,
they
Montréal’s
School of
Urban Planning
andDesigned
Landscape
Through the study
of the Mile End
will allow
participants
to
exchange
knowledge
and
pool
their
efforts.
district in Montreal, the exercise demonstrated the potential of this approach to highlight the rich
social and cultural history that forges the diversity of this sector’s landscapes.
Several
- - activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
Valois is a Landscape
Architect
and Professor
at these
the School
of Landscape
of the
table,Nicole
visits, exhibitions
and an awards
ceremony.
Most of
activities
are openArchitecture
to
Université
Montréal,
whereThe
sheICOMOS
teaches landscape
heritage
and project
methodology.
Associate
the public,
withde
prior
registration.
Canada Annual
General
Meeting
will
Researcher
for the
the Canada
also be
held during
week. Research Chair in Built Heritage, her achievements include the Université
de Montréal’s Campus Heritage Study, published by the Presses de l’Université de Montréal and the
universitaires
de Perpignan,
as wonderful
well as the city
Mount
Royal Park Landscape Study. She is currently
We willPresses
be happy
to welcome
you to the
of Montreal.
Second Vice-President of the Montreal Heritage Council.

Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
Stéphanie Galella is a 2017 graduate of the University de Montréal’s Master’s in Environmental Design
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
(Conservation of the Built Environment). She also has a background in Urban Planning. Her particular
revealed.
field of interest is the cultural dimension of Urban Planning.

11:45 Questions and Discussion

Éve Wertheimer (moderateur)

12:00 Lunch Break
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SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT|
2018 Annual Meeting
will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.

The future of our heritage in a changing climate - adaptation,
This year’s event
willresilience
highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:
mitigation
and
Indigenous Heritage and Culture. The Annual Meeting will therefore include
FRIDAY,
MAY 25th
, PM
presentations,
round
table discussions, activities and visits that will encourage
La participants
maison du développement
durable,
Room and challenges
to share experiences
andSainte-Catherine
reflect on the directions
50 affecting
Sainte-Catherine
O street
Canadian
heritage in general, and on the current resurgence of
Co-chairs:
Andrew
Potts
ICOMOS) and Christophe Rivet (ICOMOS Canada)
indigenous heritage in (US
particular.

Climate change affects our once familiar environment in ways that transform the ecosystems that huDuring the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
man settlements
depend on,
a trend
that is accelerating
rapidly.
turn, this transformed
relationship
and
management
of Canadian
WorldInHeritage
Sites;
• the conservation
with nature will impact the cultural traditions that emerged from human interactions with nature and
• heritage landscapes, and ;
eventually lead to a loss of tangible and intangible heritage. At the same time, cultural heritage is also
• sustainable development goals.
a source of resilience for communities. Heritage sites as well as local communities’ intangible heritage,
knowledge and practices constitute an invaluable repository of information and strategies to address
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
climate change, even while those resources are themselves at risk from climate impacts, while cultuthematic
or guest
speakers.
Focusingchange
on our three
these
meetings
ral members
heritage-based
solutions
to climate
mitigation
andpriorities,
adaptation
hold
great value.

aim to advance thinking on important topics, draw on the expertise of a wide range of
and develop
practical
guidance.
Designed to
collaboration,
they
Themembers
Paris Agreement
contains
far reaching
commitments
toencourage
rapid and deep
reductions
in greenhouse
will
allow
participants
to
exchange
knowledge
and
pool
their
efforts.
gas emissions to reverse the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C; for adap-

tation efforts especially with respect to vulnerable communities and ecosystems, and to enhance unSeveral activities
will complement
meetings:
opening
event, Commitments
a round
derstanding
and action
with respectthese
to losstechnical
and damage
froman
climate
change.
have
also
beenvisits,
made
to envision
sustainable
future through
international
agendas
setting
table,
exhibitions
andaan
awards ceremony.
Most of
these activities
are open
to principles for
sustainable
cities
as the NewThe
Urban
Agenda)
and Annual
a sustainable
development
the public,
with(such
prior registration.
ICOMOS
Canada
General
Meeting will approach (i.e.
thealso
Sustainable
Development
Agenda).
be held during
the week.
ThisWe
discussion
focuses
the roleyou
of and
implication
heritage
in the actions required to implement
will be happy
toon
welcome
to the
wonderfulfor
city
of Montreal.
these commitments with particular attention paid to actions of adaptation, mitigation and resilience
that various levels of government, and civil society can undertake immediately. Three speakers are
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
invited to introduce key points about net-zero building, planning, and conservation interventions, as
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
well as adaptation planning. The introductory remarks are followed by a facilitated discussion.
revealed.

1:30

Series of presentations on:
• The role and the implication for heritage of actions required to implement the
various commitments made over the last few years
• Key points about net-zero buildings, adaptation planning and conservation
planning and interventions

2:15

Group discussion workshop

3:15

Plenary and perspectives
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ICOMOS
Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
Series
of presentations

2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.

Presentation 1
Andrew
Potts
Nixon Peabody
LLC, United
States thematic priorities:
This year’s
event
will- highlight
one of ICOMOS
Canada’s
The UNHeritage
2030 Agenda
Sustainable
Development
andwill
thetherefore
Paris Agreement
Indigenous
and for
Culture.
The Annual
Meeting
includeset the political stage
for regional
and national
progress onactivities
climate. The
groundbreaking
new ICOMOS Resolution 19GA
presentations,
round
table discussions,
and
visits that will encourage
2017/30,
“Mobilizing
ICOMOS
and
the
Cultural
Heritage
Community
to Help Meet the Challenge
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
of Climate
Change”
establishes
a heritage
for addressing
theseofissues. That framework
affecting
Canadian
heritage
in general,
andframework
on the current
resurgence
emphasizes
that
(i)
cultural
heritage
is
both
impacted
by
climate
change
and a source of resilience
indigenous heritage in particular.
for communities; (ii) that heritage sites as well as local and indigenous communities’ intangible
heritage, knowledge and practices constitute an invaluable repository of information and strategies
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
address
climate change,
even while those
resources are
themselves
atSites;
risk from climate impacts;
conservation
and management
of Canadian
World
Heritage
• tothe
(iii) the value of cultural heritage-based solutions to climate change mitigation and adaptation. This
• heritage landscapes, and ;
talk suggests some key ways that the heritage approach to climate change championed globally
• sustainable development goals.
by ICOMOS correlates to some of the key ongoing international climate change policy processes.

This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
-thematic
priorities, these
members
or guest
Focusing
on Credit
our three
meetings
Andrew
Pottsspeakers.
is a partner
in the Tax
Finance
& Syndication
practice
of Nixon Peabody LLP
aim towhere
advance
thinking on
important
topics, draw
on the expertise
of aand
wide
range
of
he structures
and
closes financing
for historic
preservation
other
community-based
members
and develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to of
encourage
theyon the use of
development
projects.
He works
with a diverse
range
clients in acollaboration,
practice centered
will allow
participants
to
exchange
knowledge
and
pool
their
efforts.
federal and state historic tax credits (HTCs), new markets tax credits (NMTCs), HUD programs, grants
and conventional finance. Andrew also serves as the volunteer Coordinator of the ICOMOS Working
Several
activities
will complement
these
technical meetings: an opening event, a round
Group
on Climate
Change and
Heritage.
table, visits, exhibitions and an awards ceremony. Most of these activities are open to
After working
as a
heritage lawyer
for twentyCanada
years, Mr.Annual
Potts took
a sabbatical
from
his Nixon Peabody
the public,
with prior
registration.
The ICOMOS
General
Meeting
will
practice
to serve
the Executive Director of US/ICOMOS from February 2015 to August 1, 2016. As
also be
held during
theas
week.
Executive Director, his focus was implementing US/ICOMOS’s KnowledgeExchange strategic plan.
The
aims
increase you
the connectivity
of UScity
historic
preservationist to the international cultural
We will
beplan
happy
toto
welcome
to the wonderful
of Montreal.
heritage in areas like Climate Change, Disaster Risk Reduction and Sustainable Development.

Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
Mr. Potts holds a J.D. from Indiana University. He previously served as Associate General Counsel of
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
the US National Trust for Historic Preservation. He served as Vice President of the Historic Tax Credit
revealed.
Coalition and outside counsel on climate change and energy efficiency policy for the National
Trust. He is the recipient of the National Trust’s John H. Chafee Trustees Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Public Policy. Mr. Potts is a member of the ICOMOS international committee on
heritage Law, Administration and Finance (ICLAFI) and previously served as the ICOMOS Focal Point
for the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).
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23rd to Change
May 27th.
2018 Annual
Meeting
be held in
from May
Presentation
2 |will
Principles
of Montreal
adaptive(Quebec),
management
for Climate

Colm Murray - Architecture Officer, Heritage Council, Ireland

Planning
for ‘Plausible
futures’
based
on experience
of building
capacity
for adaptive management
This year’s
event
will highlight
one
of ICOMOS
Canada’s
thematic
priorities:
at the local
level in
theCulture.
coastal zone
Indigenous
Heritage
and
The :Annual Meeting will therefore include
(a)round
Working
in discussions,
partnershipsactivities
involvingand
all visits
stakeholders
(similar to
presentations,
table
that will (co-management)
encourage
Conservation
Planning)
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
(b) Coping
with uncertainty
(incl.and
making
decisions
without
all the data
affecting Canadian
heritage
in general,
on the
current
resurgence
of one would hope for)
(c)
As
accurate
as
possible
a
picture
of
systems
vulnerability
and
resilience
indigenous heritage in particular.
(d) Prepare to manage both climate and non-climate risks (eg extreme weather events,
poor planning, mal-adaption)
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
(e) Iterative, cyclical
approach toof
decision-making
and management
Canadian World Heritage Sites;
• the conservation
(f) Capacity to deliver actions
• heritage landscapes, and ;
(g) Favouring ‘low-‘ or ‘no-regrets’ and ‘win-win’ approaches and options
• sustainable development goals.
(h) Avoid mal-adaption
(i) Acceptance and attunement to multiple scales of governance
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
Each of these principles addresses the new ways in which decisions may have to be made in the
thematic
priorities,
members
speakers.
Focusing on change.
our threeThe
these
meetings
faceor
ofguest
unavoidable
environmental
principles
provide
a comprehensive
overview of
aim tothe
advance
thinking
important
draw on the
expertise
of a wide
range of
challenges
and on
issues
relating topics,
to implementing
a climate
change
adaptation
strategy.
members
and
develop
practical
guidance.forDesigned
encourage
collaboration,
they
These
principles
provide
a framework
action fortowhat
Valerie Cummins
of and
her colleagues
will allow
participants
to
exchange
knowledge
and
pool
their
efforts.
The Coastal and Marine Resources Centre, Cork, describe as ‘Boundary organisations’ that
communicate and negotiate between different ‘constituencies’ (for example converting science
Several
activities
will complement
these
technical
an opening
event, as
a round
into
policy and
practical action).
The
Heritagemeetings:
Council could
be described
such a ‘boundary
taking
consideration
its objectives
and activities
varied implementation
table,organisation’,
visits, exhibitions
and into
an awards
ceremony.
Most of these
are open to mechanisms
(policy,
grants,
andThe
networks.
the public,
with
prior projects)
registration.
ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will

also be held during the week.
-Colm
Murrayto
is the
Architecture
Officer
at the Heritage
in Ireland, where he has worked since
We will
be happy
welcome
you to
the wonderful
city ofCouncil
Montreal.
2005, contributing to policy formation in heritage-led urban regeneration, energy use in traditionallybuilt buildings, the development of training provision in traditional building skills, and the role of values
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
in conservation decision-making, planning reviews, conservation planning, and grant administration.
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.
He received a Bachelor of Architecture degree, holds a Masters in Urban and Building Conservation,
(both from University College Dublin), a Masters in Town and Country Planning from the University
of the West of England, Bristol, and a Certificate in Public Management from the Institute of Public
Administration, Dublin.
In Spring 2016, he received a scholarship at the Getty Conservation Institute, Los Angeles, researching
the ascription of value to places.
He is a member of ICOMOS Ireland since 1999, serving on the Executive Committee 2012 – 2015, and
on its NSCs on Vernacular Heritage; Landscape; Education and Training; Energy, Sustainability and
Climate Change, and its World Heritage Reflective Group.
He has tutored and lectured in architecture and planning at universities in Dublin and Waterford.
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Meeting
Presentation
3 will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.

Lori Ferriss - Goody Clancy, États-Unis

This brief
presentation
will describe
culturalCanada’s
heritage can
and mustpriorities:
play a key role in global carbon
This year’s
event
will highlight
one ofhow
ICOMOS
thematic
mitigation
at the building
scale. In
addition
to Meeting
their historic
existing
buildings offer tremendous
Indigenous
Heritage
and Culture.
The
Annual
willvalue,
therefore
include
environmental
value
through
embodied
carbon
and
inherent
durability
and resilience. How can
presentations,
round
table
discussions,
activities
and
visits
that will
encourage
we
rethink
our
approach
to
construction
and
heritage
conservation
to
enable
the transformation of
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
historic
buildings to
meet our
goals?
affecting
Canadian
heritage
in climate
general,
and on the current resurgence of

indigenous heritage in particular.
-Lori Ferriss brings a multidisciplinary approach to her work with experience as an architect,
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
engineer, and
consultant.
Her expertise
focuses on
balancing cultural and
andconservation
management
of Canadian
World Heritage
Sites;
• structural
the conservation
environmental stewardship through the renewal of existing and historic buildings. As a leader in
• heritage landscapes, and ;
sustainable design technologies, she is a founding member of the Zero Net Carbon Collaboration
• sustainable development goals.
for Existing and Historic Buildings and is a member of the ICOMOS International Scientific Committee
on Energy, Sustainability, and Climate Change.
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
members or guest speakers. Focusing on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
aim toPresentation
advance thinking
topics,country
draw on;the
expertise
of adifferently
wide range
of » 4 | « on
Theimportant
past is foreign
they
do things
there
members
and developofpractical
guidance.
to encourage
collaboration,
the challenges
including
heritageDesigned
in national
climate change
agendathey
will allow
participants
to
exchange
knowledge
and
pool
their
efforts.
Hannah Fluck - Responsable de la recherche environnementale, Historic England
Climate change undoubtedly presents enormous challenges for governments, for society, for
Several
activities will
complement
these
meetings:
an opening
event,
a of
round
organisations
and
for individuals.
Fortechnical
the historic
environment
the direct
results
climate change
ourexhibitions
natural processes
are affecting
our physical
environment
– our to
buildings, places,
table,on
visits,
and an awards
ceremony.
Most ofhistoric
these activities
are open
archaeological
sites and collections.
But soCanada
too are our
responses
to climate
change
the public,
with prior registration.
The ICOMOS
Annual
General
Meeting
will – constructing
flood
seathe
defences,
also be
heldand
during
week. ‘flood-proofing’ buildings, many of which if poorly done can result in
maladaptation reducing our ability to adapt to future changes. However, it is not all negative,
our
a positive
role to
play
in preparing us to adapt to these changes
We will
behistoric
happyenvironment
to welcomealso
youhas
to the
wonderful
city
of Montreal.
providing sustainable techniques and technologies, communicating and contextualising change
and providing a focus for positive action in the light of inevitable loss. This presentation reflect upon
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
the challenges Historic England have and continue to face in including the historic environment in
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
national climate change policy, exploring some of the successes and sharing ‘lessons learnt’ in a
revealed.
way that it is hoped will help others facing similar challenges.
-Hannah Fluck is Head of Environmental Research in Historic England’s Strategic Research and
Partnerships Team. She has worked for Historic England since 2015 in this and similar roles with
oversight of Historic England’s environmental research interests including the impacts and
opportunities presented by climate change. In 2016 Hannah wrote Historic England’s Climate
Change Adaptation Report, which was submitted to Government as part of a national programme
of adaptation reporting.
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Dr. Fluck’s background is as an archaeologist with over twenty years of experience excavating all
around
the world.
She hasone
a PhD
Pleistocene
archaeology
exploring
the relationship between
This year’s
event
will highlight
of in
ICOMOS
Canada’s
thematic
priorities:
humanHeritage
evolutionand
andCulture.
stone tool
technology
and the will
environment
her a particularly long
Indigenous
The
Annual Meeting
thereforegiving
include
view on climate
and adaptation.
Prior and
to joining
England
she was working in local
presentations,
round change
table discussions,
activities
visits Historic
that will
encourage
government
providing
heritage
advice
to
Local
Authorities
in
southern
England.
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges

affecting Canadian heritage in general, and on the current resurgence of
Dr. Fluck
is currently
coordinating a programme of research to look at how the historic environment
indigenous
heritage
in particular.
might be better represented within Natural Capital and Ecosystem Services approaches to
environmental accounting, management and decision making. She also manages an emerging
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
of environmental
risk mappingoffor
heritage inWorld
England
with colleague
and management
Canadian
Heritage
Sites; and Environmental
• programme
the conservation
Analyst Dr Meredith Wiggins.
• heritage landscapes, and ;
• sustainable development goals.
Since 2017, Dr. Fluck has chaired the UK Climate Change Adaptation Working Group for the Historic
Environment which provides a UK-wide point of contact for those working on heritage and climate
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
change and liaison with Government for Climate Change Risk Assessment, Adaptation Reporting
members
speakers.
Focusing
and or
theguest
National
Adaptation
Plan.on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
aim to advance thinking on important topics, draw on the expertise of a wide range of
members and develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
will allow participants to exchange knowledge and pool their efforts.
Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
table, visits, exhibitions and an awards ceremony. Most of these activities are open to
the public, with prior registration. The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
also be held during the week.
We will be happy to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.

Old-Montreal
© Taki Eddine Alimat,
Pixelmontreal.com
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
JACQUES
AWARD
| CONFERENCE
OF23rd
THEtoRECIPIENT
May 27th.
2018 AnnualDALIBARD
Meeting will be
held in Montreal
(Quebec), from May

FRIDAY,
MAY
25th,
This year’s
event
will18h
highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:

Maison
Notman
, 51 Sherbrooke
Ouest
Indigenous
Heritage
and Culture.
Thestreet,
Annual Meeting will therefore include
3rdpresentations,
floor, Clarke Room
round table discussions, activities and visits that will encourage
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges

ICOMOS
Canada
is pleased
to announce
the recipient
affecting
Canadian
heritage
in general,that
andMallory
on the Wilson
currentisresurgence
ofof the 2018 Jacques
Dalibard
Award,
recognizing
her
emerging
leadership
in
the
field
of
heritage
conservation. The
indigenous heritage in particular.
award was created by ICOMOS in 2002 as a tribute to its founder and first president. This year
marks the revival of the award after several years of suspension, with a new formula and selecDuring the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
tion criteria
reflect Jacques
Dalibard’s commitment
fostering
newSites;
generations of practiconservation
and management
of Canadian in
World
Heritage
• thethat
tioners.
•
•

heritage landscapes, and ;
sustainable development goals.

Mallory Wilson is a 2017 graduate of the University of Montreal’s Master’s in Environmental Design
(Conservation of the Built Environment), where her research explored the potential of temporary
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
use as an alternative strategy for the conservation of historic buildings. Since co-founding the
three
thematicher
priorities,
members
or guest speakers.
ourhas
meetings
Montreal
non-profit
EntremiseFocusing
in 2016,on
she
devoted
effortsthese
to implementing
this vision,
aim tothrough
advancethe
thinking
important
draw on the transitoire”
expertise of a
wide range Mallory
of
namely
pilot on
projects
of topics,
the “Laboratoire
partnership.
is also
members
and
develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to
encourage
collaboration,
they
actively involved in other heritage organizations and initiatives, is the co-founder of the Vivre le
will allow participants
to exchange
knowledge and
pool2017
their Grand
efforts. Prix of the City of Montreal’s
patrimoine!
Heritage festival,
and co-recipient
of the
Opération Patrimoine.
Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
ICOMOS
Canada
invitesand
you
attendceremony.
the award
ceremony
and conference
table, visits,
exhibitions
antoawards
Most
of these activities
are open of
to the laureate,
followed
by awith
small
is open
to the
public.
Please
note will
that the venue is
the public,
priorreception.
registration.The
Theevent
ICOMOS
Canada
Annual
General
Meeting
unfortunately
universally
accessible.
also be heldnot
during
the week.
We will be happy to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.

6:00

Opening welcome
Christophe Rivet (président d’ICOMOS Canada)

Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
6:10 Speech of M. Cadwell
revealed.

6:15

Presentation de la lauréate

6:20

Conference of the laureate : Urban blight to common good: The transitional revitalization of
existing buildings by and for communities”
Mallory Wilson

7:20

Delivery of the certificat
y Rina Dailbard

7;30

Wine of honor and snacks
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual
Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
EVENT
LOCATIONS

ArtThis
Mûr
Gallery
year’s
event will highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:

5826
St-HubertHeritage
Street, Montreal,
QC H2S
Indigenous
and Culture.
The 2L7
Annual Meeting will therefore include
Founded in
1996,table
Art Mûr
is one of activities
the largest
commercial
artencourage
galleries in Canada
presentations,
round
discussions,
and
visits that will
–
with
seven
exhibition
rooms
totalling
14,000
square
feet.
Well-known for its
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
dynamic
programming,
Artgeneral,
Mûr plays
in the Canadian
visual
affecting
Canadian
heritage in
andan
onimportant
the currentrole
resurgence
of
arts
scene.
The
gallery
represents
over
thirty
artists,
with
practices
ranging
from
indigenous heritage in particular.
painting and sculpture to new media and performance art. It is also very proud
to be the only Quebec-based commercial contemporary art gallery with an
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
balance of male
and female artists
from Quebec
and the Sites;
rest of Canada.
and management
of Canadian
World Heritage
• equal
the conservation
•

heritage landscapes, and ;

Montreal
Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA)
• sustainable development goals.

1380 Sherbrooke W Street, Montreal, QC H3G 1J1
Founded in 1860 as the Art Association of Montreal by a group of Montreal art collectors
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
and patrons, the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) was one of the first museums
three thematic
priorities, worthy
members
or guest
speakers.
Focusing
on our
these meetings
in North
America
to build
up an
encyclopedic
collection
of the name. It now
aim to
advance
thinking
on important
topics,
draw on
expertise
of a wide
range of
numbers
over
41,000
works from
Antiquity
tothe
today,
making
it unique
in Canada. It
members
and
develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to
encourage
collaboration,
they
comprises paintings, sculptures, graphic arts, photographs and decorative art objects
will allow
participants
to exchange
and pool
their efforts.
displayed
in four
pavilions: knowledge
the Jean-Noël
Desmarais
Pavilion (international art), the
Michal and Renata Hornstein Pavilion (world cultures), the Liliane and David M. Stewart
Several
activities
will complement
these
technical
meetings:
opening
event, aPavilion
round (Quebec
Pavilion
(decorative
arts and
design)
and the
Claire an
and
Marc Bourgie
and
Canadian
latter, ceremony.
which wasMost
inaugurated
in September
includes a
table,
visits,
exhibitionsart).
and The
an awards
of these activities
are open2011,
to
444-seat
hall – Bourgie
Hall – Canada
featuring
an important
group will
of Tiffany stained
the public,
withconcert
prior registration.
The ICOMOS
Annual
General Meeting
windows.
A fifth
wing, the Michal and Renata Hornstein Pavilion for Peace devoted
also glass
be held
during the
week.
to international art and education, has opened in late 2016 to launch Montreal’s 375th
anniversary
We will
be happy celebrations.
to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.

LaFurther
Guilde
- The Canadian Guild of Crafts
information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our

1356 Sherbrooke W Street, Montréal, QC H3G 1J1
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
Founded in 1906, La Guilde is a celebrated art gallery dedicated to the preservation
revealed.
and the promotion of fine Canadian crafts.
Specializing in Inuit and First Nations art, La Guilde is an influential non-profit organization
that possesses a permanent collection, historically and culturally rich archives, an
educational program with a broad outreach, and a gallery presenting works by
renowned and emerging artists.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.

Pavillon de La Faculté de l’Aménagement

2940
Côte-Sainte-Catherine
Road,
Université
de Montréal,
Montreal,
QC
H3C 3J7
This
year’s event will highlight
one
of ICOMOS
Canada’s
thematic
priorities:
The Faculté
de and
l’Aménagement
of theMeeting
University
Montreal
occupies the former
Indigenous
Heritage
Culture. The Annual
will of
therefore
include
convent of
the table
Missionary
Sistersactivities
of the Immaculate
built in 1936 and
presentations,
round
discussions,
and visits thatConception,
will encourage
designed
by
the
Architect
Simeon
Brais.
First
rented
to
the
University
in
1976, then ceded
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
to theCanadian
Universityheritage
in 1996,inthe
building
redeveloped
and expanded
by the firms
affecting
general,
andwas
on the
current resurgence
of
Saucier
+
Perrotte
and
Associates
and
Menkès
Shooner
Dagenais
Architects,
winners of
indigenous heritage in particular.
a architectural competition organized for this project.
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
de l’Aménagement
hasofthree
academic
units andSites;
six disciplines. It was
conservation
and management
Canadian
World Heritage
• The
theFaculté
born of the idea, almost 50 years ago, to see things differently, and to bring together
• heritage landscapes, and ;
well established disciplines. It includes the School of Architecture, the School of Design,
• sustainable development goals.

the School of Landscape Architecture and the School of Urban Planning. The faculty
runs a Masters program in the conservation of built heritage and also hosts several
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
research chairs, including the UNESCO Chair in Landscape and Environment and the
three thematic priorities, these meetings
members
or guest
speakers.Chair
Focusing
on our
Canadian
Research
in Built
Heritage.

aim to advance thinking on important topics, draw on the expertise of a wide range of
members and develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
will allow
participants
Beaver
Lake
Pavilionto exchange knowledge and pool their efforts.

2000 Remembrance Road, Montreal, QC H3H 1X2
Several
will complement
theseand
technical
meetings:
an opening Hazen
event, aEdward
round Sise and
Builtactivities
between
1955 and 1958
designed
by Architects
Guy
Desbarats,
Lake Pavilion
participated
in activities
the renewal
of the
table,
visits,
exhibitions Beaver
and an awards
ceremony.
Most of these
are open
to architectural
language
of municipal
buildings
through
its resolutely
modernMeeting
composition
(a pleated
the public,
with prior
registration.
The ICOMOS
Canada
Annual General
will
roofthe
slab,
entirely glazed curtain wall and colorful murals created by Claude
also concrete
be held during
week.
Vermette).
Located
in front
of Beaver
Lake,
the pavilion
establishes
We will
be happy
to welcome
you to
the wonderful
city of
Montreal. a close relationship with its
landscaped surroundings, designed by F.L. Olmsted, and with the large basin that gave
it its name, built by Landscape Architect Frederick Todd (1938). Designed to act as a
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
lantern, this white concrete and glass building is now a celebrated landmark and a
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
symbol of Mount Royal Park.
revealed.

In 2004-2006, the Pavilion was carefully restored by the architectural firm of Réal Paul
with Pierina Saia, in collaboration with the artist Claude Vermette. The interventions
included: exterior cladding repair, the replacement of the glass curtain wall, interior
refurbishment at both levels, the integration of five new exterior murals made of
enamelled aluminum panels and the restoration of existing interior murals. The project
received a Sauvons Montreal Orange Prize in 2006, as well as an Award of Excellence in
Architecture, Conservation and Restoration category, from the Ordre des architectes
du Québec in 2007.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.

Maison du développement durable

Sainte-Catherine
Room,
50, Sainte-Catherine
Street
West, Montreal,
QC,
H2X 3V4
This year’s event
will highlight
one of ICOMOS
Canada’s
thematic
priorities:
Eight socially
and
environmentally
minded
organizations
haveinclude
joined forces to create
Indigenous
Heritage
and
Culture. The Annual
Meeting
will therefore
the
Maison
du
développement
durable,
a
centre
dedicated
to
promoting research,
presentations, round table discussions, activities and visits that will encourage
innovation,
education
and collaboration
development.
participants
to share
experiences
and reflect onon
thesustainable
directions and
challenges The Maison du
développement
durable
is
the
first
building
to
have
received
LEED®
affecting Canadian heritage in general, and on the current resurgence
of Canada Platinum
certification
for new
construction in Quebec. It has become a model and reference for
indigenous
heritage
in particular.
anyone interested in environmental issues in the field of construction.
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:

La Fondation
Guido-Molinari
and management of Canadian World Heritage Sites;
• the conservation

3290 Sainte-Catherine E Street, Montreal, QC H1W 2C6
• heritage landscapes, and ;
Prominent figure of Canada’s abstract art, Guido Milinari acquired in 1982 a former
• sustainable development goals.
branch building of the Montreal City and District Savings Bank, built in 1927-28. He used
the building as a studio and residence until his death in 2004. Between 2006 and 2012,
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
the architectural firm naturehumaine planned the rehabilitaTion of the building as a
priorities, these
members
or guest speakers.
Focusing
on our three thematic
meetings
contemporary
art centre
and headquarters
for the Fondation
Guido
Molinari. The project
aim to
advance
topics,
on the des
expertise
of a wide
of in 2013.
received
anthinking
Awardon
ofimportant
Excellence
fromdraw
the Ordre
architectes
durange
Québec
members and develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
will allow participants to exchange knowledge and pool their efforts.

1
2
Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
3
8
table, visits, exhibitions and an awards ceremony. Most of these activities are open to
the public, with prior registration. The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
7
4 also be held during the week.
5

We will be happy to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.
1

6 Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.
7
8
6
4

2

5
3
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018PARTNERS
Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
OUR
This year’s event will highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:
Indigenous Heritage and Culture. The Annual Meeting will therefore include
presentations, round table discussions, activities and visits that will encourage
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
affecting Canadian heritage in general, and on the current resurgence of
indigenous heritage in particular.
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
• the conservation and management of Canadian World Heritage Sites;
• heritage landscapes, and ;
• sustainable development goals.
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
members or guest speakers. Focusing on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
aim to advance thinking on important topics, draw on the expertise of a wide range of
members and develop practical guidance. Designed to encourage collaboration, they
will allow participants to exchange knowledge and pool their efforts.
Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
table, visits, exhibitions and an awards ceremony. Most of these activities are open to
the public, with prior registration. The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
also be held during the week.
We will be happy to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual Meeting will be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.

Patrimoine en fête 2018, City of Montreal Partner Event

This year’s event will highlight one of ICOMOS Canada’s thematic priorities:

Patrimoine
en Heritage
fête is the
annual
celebration
instituted
City
of Montreal
to highlight the rich
Indigenous
and
Culture.
The Annual
Meetingby
will
therefore
include
urban
heritage ofround
its boroughs.
The festive
event moves
year
year and is an opportunity
presentations,
table discussions,
activities
and visits
thatafter
will encourage
to discover
the
history
of
Montreal’s
neighborhoods
and
to
better
appreciate
the buildings and
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
public
spaces
that formheritage
their unique
character.
Thethe
firstcurrent
Patrimoine
en fêteof
was held in May 2017
affecting
Canadian
in general,
and on
resurgence
on indigenous
Saint-Paul Street
East,
in
front
of
Old
Montreal’s
Bonsecours
Market.
In
2018, this festive day
heritage in particular.
will be held on May 26th and will radiate from Place Simon-Valois in the borough of MercierHochelaga-Maisonneuve.
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
• the conservation and management of Canadian World Heritage Sites;
• heritage landscapes, and ;
EVOQ
Architecture
• sustainable development goals.

First established in 1996, following the merger of two offices founded in 1983, EVOQ specializes in
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
heritage conservation and Inuit and First Nations architecture, with additional expertise in cultural,
thematic priorities,
membersand
or guest
speakers.projects.
FocusingEVOQ
on ouristhree
these meetings
residential
commercial
an award-winning
architecture
firm recognized for
aim to
advance thinking
onsensitive
important
topics,solutions.
draw on Its
thename,
expertise
of a wide
quality
interventions
and site
design
EVOQ,
stemsrange
from of
the conviction
members
and
develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to
encourage
collaboration,
they
that architecture should be an expression of meaning. With offices in Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa
willIqaluit,
allow participants
exchange knowledge
and pool to
their
and
and over 95toprofessionals,
EVOQ contributes
theefforts.
protection, the enhancement and
the sustainability of cultural heritage across Canada.
Several activities will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
table, visits, exhibitions and an awards ceremony. Most of these activities are open to
Lesthe
Amis
dewith
la Montagne
public,
prior registration. The ICOMOS Canada Annual General Meeting will
also be held during the week.

Les Amis de la Montagne is a non-profit organisation dedicated to the protection and conservation
of Montreal’s
crowntojewel,
Mount
trusted friends
of the Mountain since 1986, the group
We will be happy
welcome
youRoyal.
to theAs
wonderful
city of Montreal.
supports the responsible use of this vast green space, while providing educational, cultural and
recreational services to visitors.
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
revealed.

Contemporary Native Art Biennial (BACA) 4th edition

Born in response to the need for a recurrent event that provides long-term support for the
development of an Indigineous artistic language, the Contemporary Native Art Biennial
highlights, for an Indigenous and non-Indigenous public, the plurality of artistic practices which
stem from Native North American cultures. In 2016, an independent non-profit organization,
BACA (Biennale d’art contemporain autochtone), was created to better respond to the
increasing scale and popularity of this event.
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ICOMOS Canada and its partners are pleased to announce that the organization’s
2018 Annual
Meeting will
be held in Montreal (Quebec), from May 23rd to May 27th.
ABOUT
ICOMOS
CANADA

ICOMOS
is the
onlywill
global
non-governmental
dedicated
to the conservation of
This year’s
event
highlight
one of ICOMOS organization
Canada’s thematic
priorities:
theIndigenous
world’s cultural
heritage
places. Through
over
100 national
committees
and 28 international
Heritage
and Culture.
The Annual
Meeting
will therefore
include
scientific
committees,
brings together
professionals
such
disciplines as architecture,
presentations,
roundICOMOS
table discussions,
activities
and visits from
that will
encourage
archaeology,
planning,
engineering,
anthropology,
art
history,
and
geography to develop
participants to share experiences and reflect on the directions and challenges
and
discuss Canadian
the theoryheritage
and application
best
practices
the conservation
of buildings,
affecting
in general, of
and
on the
currentto
resurgence
of
landscapes,
and
sites.
One
of
its
important
mandates
is
to
advise
UNESCO
on
cultural
heritage
indigenous heritage in particular.
matters especially in the context of the World Heritage Convention.
ICOMOS Canada is the Canadian national committee of ICOMOS. Since 1975, ICOMOS
During the five-day event, other key topics will be explored:
Canada
hasconservation
been at theand
forefront
of the heritage
conservation
movement
management
of Canadian
World Heritage
Sites; in Canada and
• the
abroad, actively contributing to the development of the theory and practice of cultural heritage
• heritage landscapes, and ;
conservation. The organization and its members continue to play a leading role in influencing
• sustainable development goals.
national and international policies through innovative thinking and holistic approaches to
continuously improve the conservation of cultural heritage for communities.
This year's main activities consist of a series of technical discussions led by some of our
membersPriorities
or guest speakers. Focusing on our three thematic priorities, these meetings
Thematic
aim 2016,
to advance
thinking on important
topics, draw
the expertise
a wide range
of
Since
the organization
invests resources
in on
three
thematicofpriorities:
Climate
Change,
members
and
develop
practical
guidance.
Designed
to
encourage
collaboration,
they
Cultural Landscapes, Indigenous Heritage. These are broad societal issues that are key to
will allow
participants
to exchange
and pool
their
efforts.
thinking
about
the development
of knowledge
best practices
for the
conservation
of cultural heritage.
Several activities
will complement these technical meetings: an opening event, a round
Indigenous
Heritage

ICOMOS
Canada
has noted
the
need ceremony.
to addressMost
the representation
ofare
Indigenous
table, visits,
exhibitions
and an
awards
of these activities
open to perspectives
in defining
and
conserving
cultural
heritage
Canada.
The organization
aspires
the public,
with
prior registration.
The
ICOMOSinCanada
Annual
General Meeting
will to understand,
respect,
include
perspectives in the definition of best practices for the
also beand
held during
theindigenous
week.
conservation of cultural heritage in Canada.
We will be happy to welcome you to the wonderful city of Montreal.

As such, ICOMOS Canada is interested in engaging Indigenous peoples, through individuals
and organizations, to :
Further information will be provided in the coming weeks. In the meantime, visit our
• find a path forward towards articulating a definition of cultural heritage that reflects
website canada.icomos.org regularly: detailed programming will be progressively
Indigenous peoples’ perspectives and values,
revealed.
• outline practices that ensure the conservation of that heritage,
• understand the relationship between environmental conservation and cultural
• identity, and
• understand the types of pressures experienced by Indigenous heritage
The aim of this initiative is to incorporate those perspectives in a general framework of conservation
of cultural heritage in Canada.
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